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Abstract 

During the past decades, noncognitive traits and their contributions to a satisfied and fulfilled 

life have been extensively studied. A noncognitive trait which attracted much attention during 

more recent years is grit. Defined as passion and perseverance for long-term goals, grit plays 

an important role in numerous areas of life from academic achievement and career endorsement 

to athleticism and mental health. Grit can be assessed by means of the Grit-S, an 8-item self-

report questionnaire which comprises two subscales representing consistency of interest and 

perseverance of effort. While research has demonstrated the importance of grit, the validity and 

reliability of the Grit-S remain disputed. The present study investigated the psychometric 

properties of the Grit-S in an international sample (N = 272) by means of confirmatory factor 

analysis and correlational analysis using Mplus and SPSS. Results support the Grit-S as a valid 

and reliable measurement instrument of grit, providing evidence for its factorial validity, 

internal consistency, convergent and criterion validity. Moreover, the present study found 

support for the multidimensionality of the Grit-S, highlighting the importance of its subscales. 

However, results show the Grit-S to be non-invariant across different nationalities and age 

groups. Hence, care should be taken when using the Grit-S in cross-cultural and cross-age 

studies as scores from different nationalities and age groups may not be directly comparable. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the earliest days of philosophy, people have been concerned with the key to a successful 

and happy life (Aristotle, trans. 2011). To this day, the topic continues to attract much attention. 

As shown in the success of books like Seligman's (2002) Authentic Happiness: Using the new 

positive psychology to realize your potential for lasting fulfillment., the interest in a fulfilled 

life is as up-to-date in the 21st century as it was more than 2000 years ago. As a result, the topic 

has been extensively studied. 

Over the past decades, many studies have shown that cognitive ability is of vital importance 

for occupational success and happiness (Enkvist, Ekström, & Elmståhl, 2013; Hunter, 1986). 

The term cognitive ability is closely related to intelligence and describes mental abilities like 

verbal communication, abstract reasoning and logical, numerical and spatial thinking. Our 

cognitive abilities enable us to communicate with each other and to learn and profit from 

experience. They are needed to adjust to new situations, solve problems and achieve goals 

(Wechsler, 1950). Although good cognitive abilities are important for a happy and successful 

life, they do not explain why some individuals achieve more than other equally intelligent 

individuals. As cognitive abilities alone do not fully explain individual differences when it 

comes to happiness and success, a focus on noncognitive abilities may contribute to a better 

understanding of these differences (Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007). 

Consequently, much study in recent years has explored the role of noncognitive abilities in 

extraordinary achievement, academic performance and orientations to happiness and well-

being (see, for example Duckworth & Gross, 2014; Dumfart & Neubauer, 2016; Richardson, 

Abraham, & Bond, 2012; Vainio & Daukantaitė, 2016; Von Culin, Tsukayama, & Duckworth, 

2014). 

Noncognitive abilities are intertwined with cognitive components since the application of 

noncognitive abilities involves cognition. Yet, cognitive and noncognitive abilities differ in 

important aspects (Messick, 1979). Noncognitive ability is often used as an umbrella term to 

describe attributes which cannot be assessed through tests of cognitive ability (West et al., 

2016). In contrast to cognitive abilities, noncognitive abilities are “dependent upon 

temperament and personality” (Wechsler, 1950). Examples of noncognitive abilities are 

personality traits such as conscientiousness, self-control and grit (West et al., 2016). The power 

of noncognitive abilities is demonstrated in numerous investigations. It was found that 

employees who score higher on conscientiousness develop higher levels of job knowledge and 
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conscientiousness has also been identified as a significant predictor of school achievement 

(Dumfart & Neubauer, 2016; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). Moreover, self-control correlates 

positively with grade point average (GPA), good adjustment, interpersonal success and 

negatively with psychopathology (Tangney, Baumeister, & Boone, 2004). Grit, defined as 

consistency of interest and perseverance of effort for long-term goals (Duckworth et al., 2007), 

is strongly related to well-being and also associated with higher levels of education, higher GPA 

and fewer career changes (Duckworth et al., 2007; Vainio & Daukantaitė, 2016). 

As noncognitive abilities play a key role in a considerable number of diverse areas of a 

successful and happy life, there is a growing interest in ways to foster them. Especially the 

noncognitive ability grit has recently attracted much attention. It was found that positive affect 

and purpose commitment are predictors of grit and that grit is fostered through the development 

of a growth mindset (Duckworth, 2013; Hill, Burrow, & Bronk, 2016). In contrast to individuals 

with a fixed mindset, who believe that skills are set in stone, individuals with a growth mindset 

believe that they can develop them. They do not see failure as a setback, but rather as an 

opportunity to learn (Dweck, 2017). The reason for grit’s growth in popularity might be rooted 

in this connection with a growth mindset, as it shows grit as an ability which can be developed 

(Duckworth, 2013). Additionally, grit suggests that goals are reachable via passion and 

perseverance, which is a positive and empowering message implying that people forge their 

own future (Duckworth, 2013; Duckworth et al., 2007; Stokas, 2015). 

1.1. The Potential of Grit 

“Many of life’s failures are people who did not realize 

 how close they were to success when they gave up.” 

Thomas Edison 

While the noncognitive abilities conscientiousness and self-control have been extensively 

studied for many years (see for example Rosenbaum, 1989; Wiggins, 1996) researchers’ 

interest in the concept of grit is relatively new. Since the paper Grit: Passion and Perseverance 

for Long-Term Goals of Duckworth, Matthews, Kelly and Peterson (2007), the concept of grit 

has grown in popularity. The gritty individual is one who does not give up in the face of 

adversity or failure. Moreover, the gritty individual stays committed to its goal, even if this 

implies to invest in it for many years. As a result, grit is considered to be an essential attribute 

that all high-achievers have in common (Duckworth et al., 2007). This idea is in line with a 
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quote of Thomas Edison, one of the most renowned businessmen and inventors of the 19th and 

20th century. What he identifies as the key to success is essentially what grit is about: failure 

itself is just an obstacle to overcome, therefore the only thing considered to be a failure is giving 

up. This idea does not only provide an interesting starting point for research, but is also an 

empowering message, freeing people from the notion that their skills are predetermined. 

Grit was found to be positively associated with academic achievement (Duckworth et al., 

2007). Furthermore, grit was found to be negatively associated with procrastination, indicating 

that grittier individuals are less prone to delay difficult tasks (Wyszyńska, Ponikiewska, Karaś, 

Najderska, & Rogoza, 2017). These findings are supported by research showing that students 

who scored high on grit in their junior year, were more likely to graduate from high school on 

time (Eskreis-Winkler, Shulman, Beal, & Duckworth, 2014). Moreover, grit plays an important 

role in athleticism and achievement in sports, as it is positively associated with deliberate 

practice and skill group membership and negatively associated with thoughts about quitting 

(Tedesqui & Young, 2018). 

It was also observed that grittier individuals are more likely to pursue their chosen career 

paths, as individuals who score high on grit are less prone to change careers frequently 

(Duckworth et al., 2007). This is in line with a study that explored the influence of grit on the 

summer training program at the United States Military Academy West Point. Results showed 

that grit was positively associated with the completion of West Point’s summer training 

program (Duckworth et al., 2007). In addition, grit appears not only to be linked to career 

change and career endorsement, but also to work engagement (Suzuki, Tamesue, Asahi, & 

Ishikawa, 2015).  

Another domain grit is associated with is happiness. Grit relates positively to emotional, 

psychological and social well-being as well as to life satisfaction and harmony in life (Salles, 

Cohen, & Mueller, 2014; Vainio & Daukantaitė, 2016; Wyszyńska et al., 2017). According to 

the theory of authentic happiness (Seligman, 2002, 2011), there are three different orientations 

towards happiness: pleasure, engagement and meaning. An individual oriented towards 

pleasure seeks happiness through positive emotions like comfort, warmth or ecstasy. In 

contrast, individuals oriented towards engagement seek happiness through absorbing activities 

that consume their whole attention and consciousness. An example would be a musician who 

fully merges with the music and his instrument while playing. The third orientation towards 

happiness is meaning. It is defined as the pursuit of purpose in life. The focus lies on something 
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bigger than oneself, like advocating for human rights, belonging to a family or being religious 

(Seligman, 2011). 

Research found that grit correlates significantly with each of the orientations to happiness, 

highlighting its importance for a happy and fulfilled life. Studies showed positive correlations 

between grit and orientations towards meaning and engagement. The same studies also found 

negative correlations between grit and an orientation towards pleasure (Suzuki et al., 2015; Von 

Culin et al., 2014). As the pursuit of happiness via pleasure may be defined as an approach 

towards “immediately hedonically positive activities” (Von Culin et al., 2014 ; Seligman, 

2002), a negative correlation illustrates the focus of gritty individuals on long-term goals. 

While the importance of grit for happiness and other life domains has been established, many 

gaps in our knowledge about grit remain. As grit highly correlates with conscientiousness and 

self-control, questions whether grit adds value beyond these two factors arose. It was argued 

that grit might not be a new construct, but rather a facet of conscientiousness (Credé et al., 2017; 

Duckworth & Quinn, 2009). Traditionally, the Big-5 personality trait conscientiousness 

combines qualities like order, dutifulness and competence (Wiggins, 1996). Similar to grit, 

conscientiousness is associated with academic achievement and job performance (Dumfart & 

Neubauer, 2016; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998; Suzuki et al., 2015). Nevertheless, conscientiousness 

differs from grit regarding long-term goals. While the conscientious individual focuses on 

short-term intensity goals, the gritty individual concentrates on valued long-term goals. Since 

a focus on long-term goals is vital for long-term achievement,  it is assumed that grit, more than 

conscientiousness, is the quality which defines exceptionally successful individuals 

(Duckworth & Gross, 2014; Duckworth et al., 2007). Research about sport achievement 

supports this assumption, showing that grit is more strongly associated with sport expertise 

development than conscientiousness (Tedesqui & Young, 2018). Moreover, it was  shown that 

grit significantly predicted long-term intensity exercise, while conscientiousness did not (Reed, 

Pritschet, & Cutton, 2013). 

Another trait which correlates highly with grit is self-control (Duckworth et al., 2007; 

Duckworth & Gross, 2014). Self-control is the ability to control one’s behavior and emotions. 

It is needed to inhibit impulses and resist temptations (Diamond, 2013). Self-control shares 

elemental processes with grit. Like grit and conscientiousness, self-control is associated with 

high levels of job performance as well as with academic performance (de Ridder, Lensvelt-

Mulders, Finkenauer, Stok, & Baumeister, 2012; Duckworth et al., 2007; Dumfart & Neubauer, 

2016; F. L. Schmidt & Hunter, 1998; Suzuki et al., 2015). Nevertheless, grit and self-control 
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relate to different forms of achievement. While self-control is important for everyday success, 

grit is essential for accomplishments that take years to reach (Duckworth & Gross, 2014). 

Grit and self-control can be illustrated by means of a hierarchical goal framework (Duckworth 

& Gross, 2014). The hierarchical goal framework demonstrates the differences between the two 

abilities while simultaneously providing theoretical knowledge about the way grit works. 

Within this framework, a main goal is associated with several subordinate high-level goals. 

Those high-level goals are in turn associated with numerous low-level goals, which are linked 

to action tendencies (Figure 1). While rising within the hierarchical pyramid, the importance 

and complexity of the goals increase. Additionally, goals of a higher order require more 

endurance. Moreover, individuals can have multiple goal hierarchies at the same time. The 

differences between self-control and grit are reflected in the hierarchies they are linked to. 

 

Figure 1. The main goal suppressing the rival goal. Adapted from Duckworth and Gross (2014). 

Grit is needed to reach the main goal at the top of a hierarchy. To successfully reach the main 

goal, grit is required to suppress rival main goals from other hierarchies (Figure 1). For example, 

a student has two main goals of two different hierarchies: To become a doctor and to do a round-

the-world trip. To suppress the rival goal of going on a world trip, she needs grit’s passion and 

perseverance for her goal of becoming a doctor. Furthermore, grit is needed when confronted 

with setbacks (Duckworth & Gross, 2014). An example would be when a lower-order goal is 

needed to attain the main goal but turns out to be impossible to reach. Instead of giving up, the 

gritty individual would then search and establish a new lower-order goal or action tendency 

which corresponds to the main goal (Figure 2). For example, our future doctor had planned to 

get high grades and get accepted at med school. Unfortunately, her grades were average, and 

she got rejected. Instead of giving up, she stays gritty and looks for another way to become a 

doctor. She finds another med school which accepts students with average grades if they hold 
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a nurse certificate. She then generates the new goal of getting a nurse certificate. Thereupon, 

she gets her nurse certificate and afterwards applies for med school again. 

 

Figure 2. Generation of new goal in response to setback.  

Adapted from Duckworth and Gross (2014) 

Self-control takes place at the level of action tendency, which is at the lowest level of the 

hierarchical pyramid (Duckworth & Gross, 2014). When one action tendency connects to a less 

valued, but temporally stronger goal while a second action tendency connects to an enduringly 

valued goal, the individual will experience a conflict between the two actions. At those 

moments, self-control is required to decide on the momentarily weaker, but ultimately more 

valued goal. 

An example of a situation when self-control is needed could be when a person has two 

different low-level goals (Duckworth & Gross, 2014): A student has the low-level goals to get 

good grades at a test and the low-level goal to spend time with her friends. The action tendency 

corresponding with the lower-level goal of achieving good grades would be to stay at home and 

study. In contrast, the action tendency for the low-level goal to spend time with friends would 

be to call them. Spending time with her friends is more fun and therefore has a momentarily 

higher value than getting good grades at the test. Nevertheless, she knows that her goal to get 

good grades helps her to achieve an important high-level goal of her: Passing the biology 

module she follows. In contrast, the high level-goal linked to the lower goal of spending time 

with her friends would be to go out more frequently. She values passing her biology module 

above her other goal of going out more frequently. Yet, she longs to call her friends instead of 

studying. In this situation, she needs self-control to suppress the urge to call her friends and 

instead study. Through recalling that her ultimately valued goal is to pass the biology module, 

she suppresses the rival goal’s action tendency to call her friends. 
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1.2. Measuring Grit 

Like self-control (see for example Patton, Stanford, & Barratt, 1995; Tangney et al., 2004), 

grit is frequently assessed via self-report questionnaires. It was first measured via the Grit Scale 

(Grit-O), a self-report questionnaire expected to show incremental predictive validity for high 

accomplishment over and beyond self-control (Duckworth et al., 2007). As there was a need to 

improve the model fit of the Grit-O, it was re-examined, resulting in the now widely used Grit 

Short Scale (Grit-S) (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009). To date, the Grit-O, the Grit-S and translated 

or adapted versions of the two questionnaires are the only measurement instruments of grit (see, 

for example Duckworth & Quinn, 2009; Duckworth et al., 2007; Schmidt, Fleckenstein, 

Retelsdorf, Eskreis-Winkler, & Möller, 2017; Wyszyńska et al., 2017). Moreover, all 

theoretical groundwork concerning grit relies on research of Duckworth et al. (2007) and 

Duckworth and Quinn (2009), who were the first to describe grit and who also developed the 

Grit-O and the Grit-S. They define grit as an ability comprised of “perseverance of effort” and 

“consistency of interest”. While perseverance of effort refers to the quality to work hard and 

progressively towards a set goal despite adversity, consistency of interest implies a persistency 

of focus and passion for a set goal (Credé et al., 2017; Duckworth et al., 2007). Accordingly, 

Duckworth et al. (2007) present the Grit-S as multidimensional, with grit as a higher-order 

dimension, comprising the two lower-order dimensions consistency of interest (CI) and 

perseverance of effort (PE). 

To gain insight into the structure and dimensionality of the Grit-S, various factor models have 

been investigated by means of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Initially, Duckworth and 

Quinn (2009) proposed a second-order factor model for grit, with CI and PE as first-order latent 

factors and grit as second-order latent factor. They reported adequate fit for this model. The 

second-order model also showed better fit to the data than a unidimensional model with grit as 

single factor, omitting CI and PE. Although these findings provide evidence for a higher-order 

structure of grit best represented by a second-order factor model, the structure of grit remains 

unclear. Findings of other research contradicted the results of Duckworth and Quinn (2009), 

showing that a modified second-order model with an error correlation between items 7 and 8 

described the data better than the original model (Schmidt, Fleckenstein, Retelsdorf, Eskreis-

Winkler, & Möller, 2017). Another studies suggest that CI and PE are two related but different 

dimensions on their own, rather than two lower-order dimensions combined by one of  higher-

order (see for example Tyumeneva, Kardanova, & Kuzmina, 2017). Furthermore, a study found 

that opposed to PE, CI did not load onto the higher-order factor, suggesting that CI is not related 
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to grit (Datu, Valdez, & King, 2016). Overall, these findings reject the assumption that grit is 

best represented by the original second-order factor model. Hence, more research regarding the 

best fitting model is needed. 

Additionally, CI might have weaker predictive power than claimed. For example, one study 

reports a significant negative association of the CI subscale and freshmen’s first year GPA, 

indicating that better performing students score lower on CI. PE, on the other hand, showed a 

significant positive association with first year GPA (Chang, 2014). Furthermore, another study 

reports that PE predicts key psychological outcomes like academic engagement and subjective 

well-being better than CI (Datu et al., 2016). Those results conflict with the research of 

Duckworth et al. (2007) who state that neither PE, nor CI predicts outcomes better than the 

other. 

Moreover, few studies have investigated the measurement invariance of the Grit-S regarding 

different nationalities and age-groups. So far, samples of many studies consist either of students 

or young adults (see for example Datu et al., 2016; Schmidt et al., 2017; Tyumeneva et al., 

2017; Wyszyńska et al., 2017). Even more studies are based on national samples (see for 

example Duckworth et al., 2007), missing out on additional insight more culturally diverse 

samples could bring about factors like item interpretation or the interpretation of grit in general. 

Consequently, little is known about the comparability of grit scores from different nationalities 

and different age-groups. To ensure that grit scores in future cross-cultural and cross-age studies 

are compared correctly, it is necessary to conduct more research regarding the measurement 

invariance of the Grit-S. 

Lastly, the convergent validity of the Grit-S has previously been assessed based on 

conscientiousness and self-control (see, for example Schmidt et al., 2017), as they are the 

constructs most obviously related to grit (Duckworth & Gross, 2014). However, an alternative 

approach to analyze the convergent validity of the Grit-S could provide additional insight. 

Research found grit to also be positively associated with happiness and well-being (Suzuki et 

al., 2015; Von Culin et al., 2014), showing that they might be related to grit. In order to 

investigate the convergent validity of the Grit-S based on different constructs than 

consciousness and self-control, it will be based on measurements of well-being of the Mental 

Health Continuum Short Form (Keyes, 2002) and measurements of happiness of the 

Orientations to Happiness Scale (Peterson, Park, & Seligman, 2005; Seligman, 2002). 
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As former research shows, our knowledge about the measurement of grit is limited. To this 

date, there is no consensus about the structure and dimensionality of the Grit-S. Studies have 

investigated its dimensionality through comparison of different factor models. Unfortunately, 

many findings contradict each other. As a result, the connections and possible interactions 

between the assumed dimensions of grit, PE and CI, remain unclear. In particular, findings have 

raised questions about the connection between grit and CI and the validity of the CI subscale. 

Moreover, more research on the measurement invariance of the Grit-S is needed. Furthermore, 

alternative approaches to examine the convergent validity of the Grit-S could provide new 

insight. The present study aims to address the described problems through investigation of the 

psychometric properties of the Grit-S. The factorial structure and dimensionality, measurement 

invariance, reliability and convergent as well as criterion validity of the Grit-S will be examined 

based on an international sample consisting of adults of different age-groups. 

.  



 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Procedure 

The current study was part of a broader line of research of the University of Twente. Data was 

collected through a web-based online survey in October and November 2017. The survey 

included the informed consent, a demographic questionnaire, the Grit-S, the Orientations to 

Happiness Scale, the Mental Health Continuum Short Form and the Task Performance Scale of 

the Individual Work Performance Questionnaire (IWPQ 0.3) (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009; 

Keyes, 2002, 2005; Koopmans et al., 2014; Peterson, Park, & Seligman, 2005). To start the 

survey, participants had to indicate that they read and accepted the informed consent. The 

demographic questionnaire included questions on age, gender, occupation, work, education, 

language and nationality. 

 The survey was conducted in English and compiled via the research platform Qualtrics 

(www.qualtrics.com). After the ethics commission of the faculty of behavioral, management 

and social sciences approved the survey, distribution was started. The chosen sampling method 

was convenience sampling. The survey was distributed through the test subject pool systems 

SONA (of the University of Twente) and SurveyCircle (www.surveycircle.com). Additionally, 

it was distributed via email and through social media accounts (Facebook). An invitation letter 

was included on the sites of the subject pool systems, in the emails and on social media stating 

the purpose, aim and possible relevance of the survey. Moreover, the invitation letter assured 

the confidentiality and anonymity of participant’s biographical details and survey results. To 

ensure that a broad range of employed participants from different fields was reached, a rural 

district in northern Germany was approached as well. The district consists of several towns and 

municipalities and is responsible for their administration. It employs 894 people working in 

several fields including legal, social, organizational, management and health departments as 

well as departments responsible for public order, education, culture, construction, nature 

conservation and water and waste management. The invitation letter to the survey was sent to 

all employees via their work-email address. All participants took part in the survey for free. 

However, three Amazon giftcards (à 20 Euros) were raffled among them. The total survey took 

approximately 12 minutes to complete (Mdn = 11.78 min). 
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2.2. Participants 

The sample consisted of young, middle-aged and older adults (N = 272). Inclusion criteria 

were average or higher proficiency in English and age of 18 years or older. Of the original 317 

participants, 45 did not complete the survey (14%). The remaining sample consisted of 272 

participants of whom 186 (68.4%) were female, 82 (30.1%) were male and one was of other 

gender (0.4%). Participants were between 18 and 74 years old and the mean age was 31 

(SD = 13.1) years. As the researchers of the study had different backgrounds and the sample 

was obtained via convenience sampling, the different backgrounds were reflected in the 

participants’ nationalities. The predominant nationality of participants was German, followed 

by South African, Dutch, British and American (USA). The remaining participants were from 

Asian, Central American, North American or other African and European countries. The first 

language of most participants was German, followed by English, Afrikaans, Dutch and other 

languages. Furthermore, 52.6% of participants were either employed full time or part time. The 

remaining participants were mostly students. A relatively small percentage of participants was 

either retired or unemployed/ looking for work. Considering that 40.5% of the participants were 

between 18 - 24 years old, participants’ overall level of education was relatively high with 

97.1% holding at least a high school degree and 58.5% completing higher education programs.  

Table 1. 

Demographic characteristics of participants. 

Demographics       

Nationality German South 

African 

Dutch Other British American 

(USA) 

 59.9% 20.6% 8.1% 7.4% 2.2% 1.8% 

First Language German English Afrikaans Dutch Other  

 
59.9% 14.7% 13.6% 7.7% 4.0%  

Occupation Student Employed 

full-time 

Employed 

part-time 

Retired Un- 

employed 
 

 44.1% 43.8% 8.8% 1.8% 1.5%  

Level of 

Education 

High-

school 

Master Bachelor PhD/ 

graduate 

work 

Some 

college 

No degree 

 31.2% 22.4 % 19.9% 16.2% 7.4% 2.9% 

Note. N = 272 
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2.3. Materials 

Grit-S: The Grit-S (Duckworth et al., 2007) consists of eight items: four representing the CI 

subscale and four representing the PE subscale (Table 2). An example of an item of the CI 

subscale is “I have difficulty maintaining my focus on projects that take more than a few months 

to complete.”. The PE subscale is represented by items such as “I finish whatever I begin.”. 

Items are scored on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 = “not at all like me” to 5 = “very much like 

me” (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009). Former studies report acceptable to good reliability for the 

Grit-S, with Cronbach’s α values ranging from .73 to .83. Cronbach’s α values for the CI 

subscale were slightly better than the ones for the PE subscale (α values ranging from .73 to .79 

and .60 to .78 respectively) (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009).  

Table 2. 

Grit-S with subscales and items. 

Scale/item  

Grit-S   

Consistency  

of interest (CI) 

 

1 New ideas and projects sometimes distract me from previous ones. 

3 I have been obsessed with a certain idea or project for a short time 

but later lost interest. 

5 I often set a goal but later choose to pursue a different one. 

6 I have difficulty maintaining my focus on projects that take more 

than a few months to complete. 

Perseverance of effort 

(PE) 

 

2 Setbacks don’t discourage me. 

4 I am a hard worker. 

7 I finish whatever I begin. 

8 I am diligent. 

 

Orientation to Happiness Scale: This scale comprises three subscales representing three 

different approaches towards happiness: orientation towards meaning, pleasure and 

engagement (Peterson et al., 2005; Seligman, 2002). Each subscale comprises six items 

resulting in 18 items for the overall scale. Items are rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 

“1= not like me at all” to “5=very much like me”. 

The subscales focus on different attitudes and behavior regarding a respondent’s individual 

well-being. For example, the subscale of meaning is represented by items such as “My life 

serves a higher purpose”, whereas the subscale of pleasure is represented by items such as “Life 

is too short to postpone the pleasures it can provide”. An example of an item of the engagement 
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subscale is “I am always very absorbed in what I do.” (Peterson et al., 2005; Seligman, 2002). 

In the present study, the Orientations to Happiness Scale showed acceptable reliability overall 

(α =.79). Observed internal reliabilities for the subscales of meaning (α = .78) and pleasure (α 

= .78) were also acceptable. However, the engagement subscale showed lower internal 

reliability (α= .64). These measures are in accordance with the ones in previous research, where 

acceptable internal consistency for the subscales meaning (α = .77) and pleasure (α = .74) and 

a lower reliability for the subscale engagement (α = .66) was found as well (G.-H. Chen, 2010). 

Mental Health Continuum Short Form: The MHC-SF (adult version) consists of 14 items 

assessing three different types of well-being (Keyes, 2002, 2005): Emotional (three items), 

social (five items) and psychological well-being (six items). Participants rate items according 

to the frequency they experience the feelings described by the items (1= “never”, 2= “once or 

twice”, 3= “about once a week”, 4= “about two or three times a week”, 5= “almost every day” 

or 6 = “every day”). 

All items are related to the occurrence of these feelings during the past month. For example, 

an item assessing emotional well-being is “During the past month, how often did you feel 

satisfied with life?”, which the participant scores via the described scale. Social well-being is 

measured via items such as “…how often did you feel that you belonged to a community (like 

a social group, your school, or your neighborhood?”. Lastly, psychological well-being is 

measured via items such as “…how often did you feel that you liked most parts of your 

personality?”. Studies report good internal consistency (α >.80) and construct validity for the 

adult version of the MHC-SF as well as moderate test-retest reliability. Furthermore, its 3-factor 

structure was confirmed and its convergent as well as discriminant validity were supported 

(Lamers, Westerhof, Bohlmeijer, ten Klooster, & Keyes, 2011). Likewise, the present study 

confirmed good internal consistency for the MHC-SF with a Cronbach’s α of .88 for the total 

scale. Reliabilities for the three subscales were acceptable, with an α of .79 for emotional well-

being, an α of .77 for social well-being and an α of .79 for psychological well-being. 

Task Performance Scale: The Task Performance Scale is a subscale of the Individual Work 

Performance Questionnaire (Koopmans et al., 2012). The scale is designed to measure task 

performance, defined as an individual’s performance on assignments and duties related to a 

specific job or function (Lievens, 2011). The task performance scale comprises seven items 

such as “I was able to separate main issues from side issues at work” and was scored on a 6-

point rating scale ranging from 1= “seldom”, 2= “sometimes”, 3= “frequently”, 4= “often” to 

5= “always” (Koopmans et al., 2014). The Task Performance Scale showed good internal 
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consistency with a Cronbach’s α value of .84. Former research also supports the scale’s good 

reliability with a Person Separation index (PSI) of .82 (Koopmans et al., 2014). The PSI can be 

interpreted similarly to Cronbach’s α (Linacre & Wright, 1993). 

2.4. Data Analysis 

Factor analysis of the Grit-S was conducted by means of Mplus 7.11 (Muthén& Muthén, 

2010). Other psychometric properties were investigated using SPSS Version 25 (IBM, 2017). 

All negative items were reverse coded. 

Factorial validity: Factorial validity was determined through confirmatory factor analysis 

(CFA). Three nested models were analyzed: A unidimensional model with all items loading on 

one single factor, a second-order factor model with CI and PI as first order latent factors, loading 

on the second-order latent factor grit and a bifactor model with grit as general factor and CI and 

PE as group specific factors (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3. The analyzed models. The (1) unidimensional, (2) second-order and (3) bifactor model. 

As item responses were measured on an ordinal level, it was opted for the robust weighted 

least squares estimator (WLSMV) (Byrne, 2012; Muthén & Muthén, 2010). Common statistical 

indices of CFA to evaluate model fit are the chi-square test, the comparative fit index (CFI), 

the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), the root means square error of approximation (RMSEA) and the 

standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) (Bialosiewicz, Murphy, & Berry, 2013; Byrne, 

2012). For a better estimation of the model fit, it is recommended to examine several indices, 

as each index has individual advantages and disadvantages (Berkout, Gross, & Young, 2014). 

In case of the chi-square test, non-significant p-values and a small chi-square indicate good 

model fit (Bialosiewicz et al., 2013; Byrne, 2012). As a cutoff, a value of p >.05 was chosen. 
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However, results of the chi-square test should be interpreted carefully as it is sensitive to sample 

size and tends to reject models for large samples and often fails to reject models for small 

samples (Cochran, 1952). The CFI and TLI range from 0 to 1 and are interpreted similarly, with 

values greater than .90 indicating an acceptable (Brown, 2006), and values close to .95 

indicating good model fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). The smaller the RMSEA, the better the model 

fits. Values of .08 and lower may be viewed as indicating acceptable (Schermelleh-Engel, 

Moosbrugger, & Müller, 2003) and values below .06 as indicating good model fit (Hu & 

Bentler, 1999). As the Weighted Root Mean Square Residual (WRMR) tends to perform better 

with categorical data than the more common SRMR (Yu, 2002) and Mplus uses the WRMR for 

categorical data (Muthén & Muthén, 2010), WRMR was used instead of SRMR. Acceptable 

model fit is indicated by a WRMR value of 1.00 and lower, while good model fit is indicated 

by a value of .95 and lower (Yu, 2002). Comparison of different models was conducted via chi-

square difference tests. As chi-square model fit indices calculated by means of WLSMV cannot 

be compared via a regular chi-square difference test, models were compared via Mplus’ chi-

square difference test (“difftest”) for WLSMV and MLMV estimators (Muthén & Muthén, 

2010). 

Duckworth et al. (2007) originally proposed a second-order model for grit, emphasizing its 

multidimensionality with grit as general factor and PE and CI as secondary factors, rejecting a 

unidimensional model with only one factor. An increasingly popular method to gain further in-

depth knowledge about multidimensionality is the computation of a bifactor model (Chen, 

West, & Sousa, 2006; Rodriguez, Reise, & Haviland, 2016). Hence, bifactor models have also 

been used to explore the multidimensionality of grit (see for example Li, 2015). Bifactor models 

consist of a general factor representing the overall construct to be measured and group factors 

representing particular subdomains of the overall construct (Rodriguez et al., 2016). Although 

bifactor models seem similar to second-order models in this regard, they hold several 

advantages over them. An important advantage of bifactor models is that the factor loadings 

can be used to determine the strength between group factors and their corresponding items, as 

they are independent of the general factor (Chen, West, & Sousa, 2006). Due to this advantage, 

strengths between items and group factors can be compared to strengths between items and the 

general factor via the standardized factor loadings. In general, high factor loadings indicate a 

strong connection between a latent factor and its corresponding items. Within bifactor models, 

the strengths between items and their corresponding factor display information about the 

dimensionality of the measurement instrument and accordingly provide insight into the 
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structure of the construct being measured. High loadings on group factors emphasize the group 

factor’s importance for the overall model, indicating multidimensionality. Low factor loadings 

on the group factors with high loadings on the general factor on the other hand indicate 

unidimensionality (Chen et al., 2006; Rodriguez et al., 2016). Unidimensionality can be divided 

into strict and essential unidimensionality. Essential unidimensionality means that a model is 

mainly unidimensional but may hold minor secondary latent variables. Strict unidimensionality 

on the other hand does not allow secondary latent variables (Slocum-Gori, Zumbo, Michalos, 

& Diener, 2009). Within psychological research, strict unidimensionality is often too difficult 

to attain, as psychological constructs usually comprise (minor) secondary latent variables. 

Therefore, essential unidimensionality is often used as the sufficient condition required to 

declare unidimensionality (Slocum-Gori et al., 2009). 

 In contrast to the factor loadings of bifactor models, standardized factor loadings of second-

order models cannot be used to directly study dimensionality, as their factor loadings are linked 

to the first order (general) factor (Chen et al., 2006; Rodriguez et al., 2016). Another advantage 

bifactor models hold over second-order models is that they can be used to determine the relative 

strength of an underlying general factor (Rodriguez et al., 2016). The relative strength can be 

calculated by means of the estimated common variance (ECV), which gives a more precise 

measure of multidimensionality than the mere evaluation of standardized factor loadings. ECV 

values indicate the percentage of common variance of data explained by the general factor, with 

high ECV values supporting essential unidimensionality of a construct (Rodriguez et al., 2016). 

To date, there are no strict cutoff values for ECV. Nevertheless, ECV values of .90 and greater 

may be viewed as indicating a strong general factor, affirming unidimensionality. ECV values 

below .70 may be viewed as indicating multidimensionality (O’Connor Quinn, 2014). 

Although bifactor models provide valuable insight into the dimensionality of measurement 

instruments, most studies in present research do not make use of this advantage. Studies often 

aim to solely identify the best fitting model, the investigation of dimensionality is secondary 

(Rodriguez et al., 2016). Accordingly, bifactor models are frequently treated similar to other 

multidimensional models. This might be problematic, as research found bifactor models to be 

prone to “overfitting”. That is, they not only model significant trends in the data but also 

unwanted noise, accommodating nonsense response patterns (Bonifay, Lane, & Reise, 2017). 

As a result, they tend to outperform other models in model comparison studies, although they 

might not always accurately represent the structure of the true population model (Bonifay et al., 

2017). Consequently, comparisons of model fit between bifactor and other models should be 
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met with caution. Therefore, the primary use of the bifactor model in the present study was to 

assess dimensionality. 

Measurement invariance: Measurement invariance indicates whether a measurement tool 

assesses the same underlying construct across different groups or across time. Measurement 

invariance is anchored in factor analysis, which is based on the theory that underlying 

(unobserved) constructs can be measured through indicator variables, like scale items or 

subscales. When participants with identical scores on the underlying construct have the same 

chance for the same scores on the observed indicator variables, regardless of their group or the 

time of the measurement, a measure is invariant (Bialosiewicz et al., 2013; Byrne, 2012; Byrne 

et al., 1989; Millsap, 2011; Yoon & Lai, 2018). The present study examines measurement 

invariance across groups, also referred to as multi-group invariance (Byrne, 2012). 

Measurement invariance was tested based on age (age 18-30 versus age ≥ 31) and nationality 

(European versus non-European). It was investigated on different levels which build upon each 

other in the following order: configural invariance, metric invariance and scalar invariance (van 

de Vijver & Tanzer, 2004). For configural invariance, it is necessary to investigate whether the 

same items measure the same construct across groups (Bialosiewicz et al., 2013; Byrne, 2012). 

To assess configural invariance, the overall model fit was tested using CFA. Thereupon the 

invariance of factor loadings across groups was assessed. This form of invariance is known as 

metric invariance. Metric invariance was evaluated through comparison of the configural model 

with the metric model by means of a chi-square difference test. Lastly, scalar invariance 

requires item intercepts to be the same across groups. To test for scalar invariance, the fit of the 

scalar model was contrasted with the one of the metric model. Again, this was carried out using 

a chi-square difference test. Scalar invariance is established if there is no significant discrepancy 

in model fit (Bialosiewicz et al., 2013; Byrne, 2012; van de Vijver & Tanzer, 2004). 

To show that models did not differ significantly, a p > .05 for the chi-square difference test 

was aimed for. As the chi-square difference test, like the chi-square test (Cochran, 1952), is 

overly sensitive to sample size (Chen, 2007; Cheung & Rensvold, 2002) it is recommended to 

additionally look at other cut-off criteria for measurement invariance. Research shows that CFI, 

RMSEA and SRMR complement each other. Therefore, it is recommended to link cutoff 

criteria for them at different levels of measurement invariance (Chen et al., 2006). At the metric 

level, a shift of ≤ -.005 in CFI complemented by a shift of ≥ .010 in RMSEA or ≥ .025 in SRMR 

are recommended as cutoff criteria indicating non-invariance. At the scalar level, a shift of ≥ -

.005 in CFI complemented by a shift of ≥ .010 in RMSEA or ≥ .005 in SRMR are recommended 
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as cutoff criteria indicating non-invariance. It should be noted that data was treated as 

continuous instead of ordered categorical to assess metric invariance of the second-order model. 

When treating data as ordered categorical, Mplus aborted the computation, as the full range of 

response categories was not used for some items within the non-European group. Also, MLR 

was used as estimator as WLSMV is not available for measurement invariance testing with 

continuous data. Hence, WRMR could also not be used and SRMR was used instead. Overall, 

SRMR values below .08 indicate acceptable, and values below .05 good model fit (Berkout et 

al., 2014; Hu & Bentler, 1999). 

Reliability: Measurements of all questionnaires were tested for their reliability. Cronbach’s 

α (Cronbach, 1951) was chosen as estimator. As a general rule, a Cronbach’s α above .70 is 

interpreted as adequate (Rammstedt, 2004). An α value of .80 is commonly interpreted as good 

(Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994) and a value greater than .90 as very good (Weise, 1975). 

Convergent validity: Concepts associated with grit are well-being and happiness (e.g. Salles 

et al., 2014; Suzuki et al., 2015). Grit correlates with different approaches to happiness 

(Seligman, 2011), showing that gritty individuals seek happiness through engaging activities, 

meaningful purposes and positive relationships with others (Suzuki et al., 2015; Von Culin et 

al., 2014). Frequently used instruments to assess well-being and happiness are the Orientations 

to Happiness Scale and the MHC-SF (Keyes, 2002, 2005; Peterson et al., 2005), which were 

chosen in the present analysis as well. To estimate the convergent validity of the Grit-S, 

measurements of the overall scale and its two subscales CI and PE were correlated with the 

three subscales meaning, pleasure and engagement of the Orientations to Happiness Scale. 

Furthermore, measurements of the Grit-S (overall, CI and PE) were correlated with the three 

subscales emotional, psychological and social well-being of the MHC-SF. Previous research 

shows grit to share weak significant as well as moderate significant correlations with all 

orientations towards happiness. While correlations with an orientation towards meaning and 

engagement were positive, correlations with an orientation towards pleasure were negative 

(Suzuki et al., 2015; Von Culin et al., 2014). Based on the previous research, it is expected that 

grit overall and the PE subscale will show weak to moderate significant, positive correlations 

with happiness orientations towards meaning and engagement. The CI subscale is expected to 

be positively associated with orientations towards engagement and meaning as well, showing 

weak but significant correlations. While correlations with an orientation towards pleasure are 

expected to be weak, significant and negative for the overall grit scale and CI, the correlation 

with PE is expected to be negligible. Furthermore, grit is positively linked to well-being, 
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showing weak to moderate significant correlations with all three subscales of the MHC-SF 

(Wyszyńska et al., 2017). Based on previous research, it is expected that the CI and PE subscale 

will show weak but significant positive correlations with emotional and social well-being. 

Correlations with psychological well-being were expected to also be positive and somewhat 

higher, with significant moderate correlations for CI and PE. 

Criterion Validity: A prominent focus in research about grit is its connection with high 

achievement and gritty people are expected to accomplish higher levels of performance in their 

careers (Duckworth et al., 2007; Suzuki et al., 2015). A form of performance frequently 

associated with high achievement is task performance (see for example, Senko & Harackiewicz, 

2005). Task performance is defined as “the effectiveness with which job incumbents perform 

activities that contribute to the organization's technical core either directly... or indirectly...” 

(Borman & Motowidlo, 1997; 1993). The Task Performance Scale of the IWPQ (Koopmans et 

al., 2012) was chosen to measure task performance as items are not specifically related to an 

organization and may be interpreted to task performance related to studying as well as working. 

As the sample in the present study consisted of young, middle-aged and older adults, the scale 

was considered appropriate. To investigate criterion validity of the Grit-S, Grit, CI and PE were 

correlated with task performance. To this date, few studies have examined the relation between 

grit and task performance. However, the relation between grit and task performance might 

resemble the one of grit and academic performance. Given that academic and task performance 

both reflect an individuals’ effectiveness and engagement regarding an occupation (Smith, 

1988), correlation between task performance and grit might be similar to the one between grit 

and academic performance. Overall, grit is positively associated with academic performance, 

showing Pearson correlation coefficients (r) to be small but significant (Duckworth et al., 2007). 

Based on these findings, grit is expected to positively correlate with task performance as well. 

Correlation coefficients were expected to also be small but significant. 

As item responses were measured on an ordinal scale, Spearman’s rho (rs) was chosen as an 

appropriate correlation coefficient. While correlations of +1.00 indicate a perfect positive 

correlation, correlations of -1.00 indicate a perfect negative correlation. A correlation of .00 

indicates that there is no relationship between the observed variables (Goodwin, 2010). A level 

of 95% (p ≤ .05) was chosen as cutoff value for statistical significance. The interpretation of 

correlation coefficients was based on guidelines of  Cohen (1988, 1992): values of .30 (-.30) 

and lower were interpreted as weak correlations, .30 to .50 (-.30 to -.50) as moderate and values 

greater than .50 (-.50) as strong correlations.



 

 

3. Results 

3.1. Factorial validity  

 Similar to previous research (Duckworth et al., 2007), the unidimensional model showed 

poor fit on all indices: χ² (20) = 250.862 (p < .001), CFI = .767, TLI = .673, RMSEA = .206, 

WRMR = 1.919. Model fit of the originally proposed second-order model of Duckworth and 

Quinn (2009) was adequate. The CFI (.962), TLI (.944) and WRMR (.796) indicated good 

model fit, only the RMSEA (.085) was somewhat higher than the recommended cutoff for 

acceptable fit. The chi-square test of model fit (χ² (19) = 56.439, p < .001) indicated poor fit, 

which might be attributed to its high sensitivity to sample size. In comparison to the other items, 

item one (“New ideas and projects sometimes distract me from previous ones.”) and two 

(“Setbacks don’t discourage me.”) had relatively low factor loadings, indicating they might be 

less representative for their respective subscale than the other items (Figure 4). A comparison 

of the two models by means of a chi-square difference test confirmed that the initial second-

order model fitted the data better than the unidimensional model (χ² (1) = 65.524, p < .001). 

 

Figure 4. Second-order model with standardized factor loadings. 

 

As expected, the bifactor model displayed good model fit overall: χ² (12) = 19.292 

(p = .0817), CFI = .993, TLI = .983, RMSEA = .047, WRMR = .378. Chi-square difference 

tests between the bifactor model, the unidimensional and the second order model indicated that 

of the three models, the bifactor fit the data best: χ² (8) = 169.145 (p < .001) and χ² (7) = 32.848 
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(p < .001) respectively. This comes as no surprise, as it was also the least restrictive model with 

fewer degrees of freedom than the unidimensional and the second-order model. Given the 

nature of bifactor models to overfit and since the second-order model fit the data adequately, 

even though it put more constraints on the data, further investigations of model fit were based 

on the second-order model. Hence, the bifactor model was only used to further investigate the 

dimensionality of grit. 

Analysis of the bifactor model showed that the item covariances of six out of eight items of 

the Grit-S were better explained by CI and PE than the general factor grit (Figure 5), as 

indicated by the higher factor loadings. Only covariances of items seven (“I finish whatever I 

begin.”)  and eight (“I am diligent.”) of the PE subscale were better explained by the general 

factor. Surprisingly, item seven loaded negatively on PE (-.005), whereas all other loadings in 

the model were positive. Out of all items, item seven also loaded highest on the general factor 

grit (.966). Overall, the results indicate that grit is, as assumed, multidimensional. The findings 

were also supported by an ECV value of .48, showing that the general factor grit explained only 

48% of the common variance, while the group specific factors explained 52%. 

 

Figure 5. Bifactor model with standardized factor loadings. 

 

3.2. Measurement invariance 

Measurement invariance was assessed for the second-order model. When testing for 

configural invariance across age, the model showed acceptable fit overall (χ² (38) = 69.154, 

p = .0015; CFI = .917; TLI = .877; RMSEA = .080; SRMR = .063. As can be seen in Table 2, 

the Grit-S showed strong measurement invariance at the metric level across both age groups. 
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However, a significant p-value for scalar against metric invariance indicated non-invariance at 

the scalar level. A change of -.021 in CFI supplemented by a change of .003 in RMSEA and 

.009 in SRMR confirmed scalar noninvariance as well. Across both nationality groups, the 

second-order model showed strong configural invariance (χ² (38) = 42.767, p = .274; 

CFI = .988; TLI = .982; RMSEA = .030; SRMR = .048). Yet, the second order model was 

noninvariant for nationality at the metric as well as the scalar level. 

Table 3. 

Invariance testing for the second-order model based on age and nationality. 

Second-order model  CFI (Δ) RMSEA (Δ) SRMR (Δ) χ2  df p 

Age       

configural model .917  .080 .063 69.154 38 .0015 

metric model .917  (.000) .074 (-.006) .071 (.008) 74.828 44 .0026 

scalar model .896 (-.021) .077  (.003) .080 (.009) 88.654 50 .0006 

metric against configural    5.077 6 .5340 

scalar against metric    14.020 6 .0294 

Nationality       

configural model .988 .030 .048 42.767 38 .2738 

metric model .966 (-.022) .048 (.018) .071 (.023) 57.458 44 .0839 

scalar model .943 (-.023) .057 (.009) .088 (.017) 72.263 50 .0214 

metric against configural    15.171 6 .0190 

scalar against metric    14.166 6 .0278 

3.3. Reliability 

Reliability measurements as well as means and standard deviations for the items of the Grit-

S are provided in Table 4. The Grit-S showed acceptable internal consistency for the overall 

scale (α = .738) and the CI subscale (α = .739). The PE subscale showed inadequate internal 

consistency (α = .679). 

Table 4. 

Items of the Grit-S with Cronbach’s alphas, means and standard deviations. 

Scale Item Item keywords α M SD 

Grit-S    .738   

Consistency of interest (CI)   .739   

 1 “Ideas”  2.84 0.939 

 3 “Interest”  3.42 1.066 

 5 “Goal”  3.47 0.990 

 6 “Focus”  3.42 1.104 

Perseverance of effort (PE)   .697   

 2 “Setbacks”  3.16 1.007 

 4 “Worker”  3.90 0.923 

 7 “Finish”  3.79 0.922 

 8 “Diligent”  3.84 0.919 
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3.4. Convergent validity 

 Correlation coefficients of measurements of the Grit-S with measurements of the 

Orientations to Happiness Scale, the MHC-SF and the Task Performance Scale are displayed 

in Table 5. Correlations between the Grit-S and the subscales of the Orientations to Happiness 

Scale were weak but significant (p < .01). As hypothesized, grit correlated positively with 

orientations towards meaning and engagement and negatively with an orientation towards 

pleasure. Correlation coefficients between grit and the subscales of the MHC-SF were also as 

expected, showing small to moderate, significant positive correlations. While correlations 

between grit and emotional well-being and grit and social well-being were small, correlations 

between grit and psychological well-being were moderate. 

Table 5. 

Correlation coefficients of the Grit-S with the other questionnaires.  
MHC-SF 

E 

MHC-SF 

P 

MHC-SF 

S 

OTH 

M 

OTH 

P 

OTH 

E 

TP 

Grit .206** .316** .238** .283** -.177** .240** .449** 

CI .136* .180** .172** .083 -.263** .007 .283** 

PE .193** .355** .203** .399** -.016 .398** .479** 

Note. Spearman’s rhos for the Grit-S and the different subscales of the MHC-SF (emotional “E”, psychological “P” and social 

“S” well-being), the Orientations to Happiness Scale (orientation towards meaning “M”, pleasure “P” and engagement “E”) 

and for the Task Performance Scale “TP”; significance is flagged*(p < .01**; p < .05*) 

Investigation of the subscales CI and PE of the Grit-S gave a more detailed picture about the 

associations between grit and measurements of the other questionnaires. PE correlated stronger 

than CI with each of the different subscales, except for orientation to pleasure. In particular 

correlations between PE and orientations to meaning and engagement differed a lot with the 

ones of CI and these subscales. While PE and the subscales showed moderate, significant 

correlations, correlations for CI were negligible. Both, CI and PE, were negatively associated 

with orientation to pleasure, but the correlation with PE seemed negligible as it was close to 

zero and not significant. Correlation between CI and orientation to pleasure was stronger and 

significant. Correlations between CI, PE and the MHC-SF were similar to the one for the overall 

scale. An exception was psychological well-being, which shared a stronger, moderate 

correlation with PE. 

Overall, correlations between grit and the different subscales were as expected: the 

correlations were positive, small to moderate and significant. The correlation between grit and 

the subscale of orientation towards pleasure also met expectations, showing a small, but 

significant negative correlation. The results support convergent validity of the Grit-S, providing 

evidence that grit is related to happiness and well-being. 
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3.5. Criterion validity 

Grit was associated with task performance, showing a significant positive correlation just 

below the cutoff for moderate correlations (Table 5). The correlation between grit and task 

performance exceeded expectations as it was even stronger than the correlations between grit 

and academic performance in previous studies (Duckworth et al., 2007). CI and PE both had 

significant positive correlations with task performance as well. The correlation between PE and 

task performance was the strongest. Similar to the overall grit scale, its value was somewhat 

below the cutoff for moderate correlations. Results indicate that grittier people also have higher 

levels of task performance, supporting the criterion validity of the Grit-S.  



 

 

4. Discussion 

Overall, the results regarding the structure and multidimensionally of the Grit-S compare well 

with findings of Duckworth and Quinn (2009) and Duckworth et al. (2007). CFA showed the 

originally proposed second-order model to explain the data adequately. By nature, second-order 

models are multidimensional, comprising one or more second-order latent factors and at least 

two first-order factors (Chen et al., 2006). Hence, the results provide more evidence for the 

multidimensionality of grit. The better fit of the second-order model over a unidimensional 

model was in good agreement with findings obtained during analysis of the bifactor model. 

Investigation of the factor loadings of the bifactor model showed that CI, PE and the general 

grit factor all added value independent of their interactions. Those findings were further 

supported by the ECV, which showed that the group specific factors CI and PE explained more 

than half of the common variance, while the rest was explained by the general factor. This 

highlights the importance of distinguishing between the group specific factors and the general 

factor, supporting the fit of a second-order model including all three factors. At large, the results 

support the factorial validity of the Grit-S. They provide evidence that grit is best represented 

by an overall grit scale, comprising one subscale measuring consistency of interest and another 

one measuring perseverance of effort. The items of the Grit-S seem to be a good representation 

of consistency of interest and perseverance of effort as well as of grit overall. 

The results also give a more detailed picture about the interactions between grit, CI and PE 

addressed by critics. A previous study found that CI did not load on grit, indicating that CI 

might not be a subscale of grit but rather a scale on its own (Datu et al., 2016). These findings 

were contradicted in the present study since CI had a high factor loading on grit. Yet, the 

bifactor model showed that CI explained all item covariances better than grit. CI shared high 

factor loadings with items three, five and six, whereas all items of the CI subscale had relatively 

low factor loadings on the overall grit factor. In comparison, variance of most items of the PE 

subscale was about equally as well explained by PE as by grit. While these findings do not 

support that CI and grit are unrelated, they do indicate that the general factor grit explains less 

variance in the CI subscale than in the PE subscale. 

The only item of the PE subscale which was considerably better explained by the general 

factor than the group specific factor was item seven. Item seven had a very high positive factor 

loading on grit while having a very weak negative factor loading on PE. This might indicate 

that item seven is not a good representation of perseverance of effort. Instead, item seven might 
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be representative of a yet unknown factor. This might also be reflected in the wording of the 

item (“I finish whatever I begin.”). Taken literally, the sentence implies that upon agreeing with 

the item, a respondent indicates to finish every action he or she has ever started or will start. 

This might not be compatible with PE, as putting effort into important long-term goals is not to 

the same as putting effort into “whatever” one has ever begun or will begin.  

Apart from item seven, items one and two also differed from the others in that they had the 

lowest factor loadings in both the second-order as well as the bifactor model. In contrast to item 

seven, they did not load highly on the general grit factor either. This suggests that items one 

and two are less representative of their respective subscales and grit overall than the other items. 

Previous research has identified problems with item two as well. It was pointed out that item 

two “Setbacks don’t discourage me” is a double negative (Li, 2015), in that both “discourage” 

and “don’t” are negative. Furthermore, the word “setback” also has a negative connotation. 

Negatively phrased items can lead to biased answers, as they are more challenging for 

respondents to process than positive ones (Goodwin, 2010). Hence, item two might have been 

misinterpreted by some respondents, resulting in lower factor loadings for item two. The 

problem with item one (“New ideas and projects sometimes distract me from previous ones.”) 

might be unclear phrasing. The part “previous ones” could either be interpreted as former 

projects being (successfully) completed or not being completed. The Developers of the Grit-S 

(Duckworth & Quinn, 2009; Duckworth et al., 2007) most likely meant that previous projects 

were not completed due to new projects distracting the respondent. However, if respondents 

interpreted previous projects to already be completed when starting a new project, the item 

would be illogical since one cannot be distracted from a project which is not of importance 

anymore. Interestingly, item one is not the only complex item of the CI subscale. In fact, all 

items of the CI subscale are more complex and longer than the ones of the PE subscale. 

Moreover, CI’s items describe negative actions or attributes (e.g. item eight “I have been 

obsessed with a certain idea or project for a short time but later lost interest.”), while PE’s items 

describe positive ones (e.g. “I am a hard worker”). Future research could explore the influence 

of negatively framed items of CI by compiling a positively framed CI subscale and comparing 

it to the original one. For example, the negatively phrased item eight could be replaced by a 

positive one: “I have been obsessed with a certain idea or project for a long time and not lost 

interest”. An even shorter and less complex version could be “I stay passionate about certain 

things for a long time”. 
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The analysis of measurement invariance showed the Grit-S to be noninvariant for age at the 

scalar level. Hence, item intercepts for respondents aged 18 to 30 were unequal to item 

intercepts for respondents aged 31 and older. This indicates that one group systematically gave 

higher or lower responses than the other (Byrne, 2012; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000; Xu, n.d.). 

Comparison of the different nationality groups not only showed the groups to be noninvariant 

at the scalar level, but also on the less strict metric level. Europeans and non-Europeans had 

unequal factor loadings, suggesting the groups might have interpreted the meaning of items 

differently (Byrne, 2012; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000; Xu, n.d.). Like for the age groups, 

noninvariance at the scalar level indicated that item intercepts of Europeans were unequal to 

item intercepts of non-Europeans. Accordingly, one group systematically gave higher or lower 

responses than the other (Byrne, 2012; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000; Xu, n.d.). 

Measurement invariance could also have been impacted by sample size. The sample of 

respondents aged 30 and older consisted of only 91 people and within nationality, only 71 

respondents were non-European. Evaluation of measurement invariance in small samples is 

highly complex as small samples have less statistical power than bigger samples (Meade, 2005) 

and measurement invariance is evaluated based on chi-square tests which are sensitive to 

sample size (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002; Cochran, 1952). The fact that non-invariance was 

detected nonetheless might indicate that it has been underestimated. Hence, non-invariance 

might be even more prominent in larger samples. As results show the Grit-S to be non-invariant 

across different nationalities and age groups, care should be taken when using the Grit-S in 

cross-cultural and cross-age studies. Scores from different nationalities and age groups may not 

be directly comparable, since item interpretation seems to differ across groups. In order to verify 

whether non-invariance is indeed more prominent in larger samples, future studies should 

include larger samples when testing for measurement invariance of the Grit-S. 

Differences between the younger and older age group could also have been due to the diversity 

of the older age group: while the age gap between the youngest and the oldest respondents of 

the young age group (18-30) was 12 years, the youngest and oldest respondent of the older age 

group (30+) was 43 years. Likewise, the non-European group was more heterogenous than the 

European group, as it included respondents from all over the world. To pinpoint the exact 

differences between groups, the groups themselves should be more homogenous. For example, 

a comparison of individual countries, like Germany and South Africa could add more value 

than comparing large, heterogenous groups like Europeans and non-Europeans. Cultures as well 

as different generations are often characterized by different norms, values and attitudes. 
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Individuals of one country are more likely to share the same culture than individuals of different 

countries or even different continents. Likewise, people of one generation are more likely to 

share the same values and attitudes than younger or older generations. If differences between 

groups are substantial, but differences of participants within the respective groups are small, 

possible factors leading to non-invariance could be identified more easily. The Grit-S could 

then be adapted accordingly, and different nationalities or cultures could be compared more 

accurately. 

Overall, expectations regarding the associations of the Grit-S with the subscales of the 

orientation to happiness scale were met and thus support convergent validity for the Grit-S. As 

hypothesized, grit showed positive, weak and significant correlations with happiness 

orientations towards meaning and engagement. PE shared somewhat stronger positive 

correlations with orientations towards meaning and engagement, which were moderate and 

significant. Correlations between CI and orientations towards meaning and engagement were 

positive but lower as expected. Against expectations, they were also not significant. However, 

a correlation between CI and a happiness orientation towards pleasure was, as expected, 

negative, small and significant. Although the correlations of CI with orientations towards 

engagement and meaning did not meet the specific expectations, the correlations between CI 

and the subscales of the orientation to happiness scale supported an expected trend: CI was 

positively correlated with orientations towards meaning and engagement and negatively with 

an orientation towards pleasure. Correlations of grit and PE with an orientation towards pleasure 

were as expected. While the correlation between grit and pleasure was negative, small and 

significant, the correlation between PE and pleasure was negligible. 

A more in-depth analysis of CI and PE indicates that CI and PE impact happiness differently. 

While a persistency of effort might contribute to the seeking of happiness through meaning and 

engagement, a lack of consistency of interest might contribute to the seeking of happiness 

through pleasure. Not only is PE positively associated with meaning and engagement, but it 

seems not to be connected to an orientation towards pleasure at all. CI on the other hand, is 

negatively associated with pleasure but not connected to meaning and engagement. Seeking 

happiness through meaning or engagement differs from seeking happiness through pleasure in 

that it requires an individual to invest time and effort in the long term (Seligman, 2011). For 

example, someone is only able to engage in playing the piano if he or she is willing to put time 

and work into it. Likewise, individuals will not find meaning if they are not committed to the 

purpose in life they chose for themselves. This differs from an orientation towards pleasure, 
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which is characterized by the seeking of immediate positive emotions, for example through 

going shopping, taking drugs or watching a movie (Seligman, 2002, 2011). Accordingly, PE 

seems to be connected to the fulfillment of long-term goals which are crucial for meaning and 

engagement. On the other hand, CI seems to be important for the oppression of undesirable 

action tendencies, inhibiting the seeking of pleasure. This might indicate a connection between 

CI and self-control, which is also involved in the oppression of action tendencies (Duckworth 

& Gross, 2014). According to the hierarchical goal frame work of grit proposed by Duckworth 

and Gross (2014), grit is responsible for the oppression of rival main goals and the generating 

of new goals in response to setbacks. This seems to be important when seeking happiness 

through meaning, since the experience of meaning seems to be the main goal for individuals 

choosing this path. Moreover, happiness through meaning and engagement cannot be reached 

if one cannot handle setbacks. Anyone putting effort into something will experience setbacks 

at some point, individuals seeking happiness through engagement, too. For example, someone 

training for a marathon will sometimes run slower than aimed for during a training or get sick 

for some time, throwing him or her off schedule. The positive association between PE and 

meaning and engagement might indicate that perseverance of effort is the dimension 

responsible for dedication to long-term goals and the handling of setbacks. 

Grit was also positively associated with well-being, providing additional evidence for the 

convergent validity of the Grit-S. The positive association of grit with well-being is consistent 

with grit also being positively associated with happiness, as well-being and happiness are 

closely related (Seligman, 2011). Of all three forms of well-being, grit was strongest associated 

with psychological well-being. Psychological well-being impacts the way an individual 

functions in all aspects of life. It is characterized by self-acceptance and development, positive 

relationships with others, autonomy and purpose and determination (Keyes, 2002). Like 

seeking happiness through meaning, psychological well-being correlated strongest with PE. 

Psychological well-being seems to overlap with the seeking of happiness through meaning 

regarding purpose and determination in life, which might account for the shared connection 

with PE. 

Associations with the overall grit scale as well as associations with CI and PE were weaker 

for emotional and social well-being than for psychological well-being. A reason for this might 

be that social well-being is more dependent on other people than psychological well-being. 

While social well-being is greatly impacted by relationships with others, psychological well-

being depends on someone’s own view and evaluation of themselves (Keyes, 2002). Although 
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all forms of well-being are connected (Keyes, 2002) and grit was shown to be positively 

associated with all of them, the stronger connection between grit and psychological well-being 

seems coherent. Like psychological well-being, grit seems to be an ability primarily depending 

on the mind-set and actions of the individual and less on the social environment. Emotional 

well-being on the other hand might differ from psychological well-being in that it is more 

reflective of feelings and affect and less about functioning in life (Keyes, 2002). Similar to 

psychological well-being, grit is about the way an individual functions and handles certain 

aspects of life and less about emotions. This might account for the stronger positive association 

between grit and psychological well-being and the weaker association between grit and 

emotional well-being. 

Lastly, grit was also positively associated with task performance, confirming the criterion 

validity of the Grit-S. PE had a stronger correlation with task performance than CI, suggesting 

that perseverance of effort might be more crucial for a good performance than consistency of 

interest. PE embodies the ability to work hard and progressively towards a set goal, even when 

faced with setbacks, whereas consistency of interest refers to the quality to maintain enthusiasm 

for a set goal even when faced with distractions (Duckworth et al., 2007). Task performance 

might be more closely related to PE as it refers to an individual’s performance on assignments 

and duties related to a specific job (Lievens, 2011). Hence, task performance reflects the effort 

put into assignments and duties. Enthusiasm and interest for the duties and assignments might 

be secondary, which could explain the weaker association between task performance and CI. 

Although the positive association between grit and task performance supports the criterion 

validity of the Grit-S, future research should aim to find additional measurement instruments 

of task performance other than a self-report questionnaire. In this way, the probability for the 

occurrence of method effects could be reduced. Method effects can occur when two different 

constructs are assessed via the same or similar methods (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & 

Podsakoff, 2003; Roth, Hearp, & Switzer, 1999), like grit and task performance. Both are 

assessed via self-report questionnaires, they are even assessed via the same survey and at the 

same time. Measuring constructs in the same context and via the same method could artificially 

inflate covariances (Podsakoff et al., 2003), resulting in higher correlations of constructs than 

they actually have. This might especially apply for self-report questionnaires, as their response 

sets are prone to social desirability (Goodwin, 2010; Larsen, Buss, & Wismeijer, 2013). For 

future research, a stronger indicator of the criterion validity of the Grit-S could for example be 

its association with task performance measured based on observations or actual achievements. 
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Overall, the results of the present study challenge findings of Duckworth et al. (2007) who 

stated that neither PE, nor CI predicts outcomes better than the other. Results clearly show that 

PE is more strongly associated with happiness orientations towards meaning and engagement, 

with all forms of well-being and with task performance than CI. Although results are based on 

a correlational analysis and do not mirror the predictive validity of CI and PE, they suggest that 

PE and CI differ in their relations with external constructs. Hence, they are in good agreement 

with previous studies which found that PE was a better predictor of academic engagement and 

subjective well-being than CI (Datu et al., 2016).  

While CFA and correlational analysis support the validity of the Grit-S overall, results also 

raise questions regarding the validity of the CI subscale. Results indicate that CI might have 

weaker predictive power than PE. A possible explanation for these findings could be that 

consistency of interest is indeed a component of grit, but a less prominent one than perseverance 

of effort. Another explanation could be rooted in the items of the CI subscale. As described 

previously, long and negatively phrased items of the CI subscale could have been too complex 

and have led to misinterpretations. Furthermore, people might be more likely to agree with 

positive statements about themselves than with negative ones due to social desirability 

(Goodwin, 2010; Larsen et al., 2013). Although the present study provides evidence for 

important differences between the PE and CI subscale, more research is needed to investigate 

them on a more in-depth level. An adapted version of the CI subscale with less complex and 

negative items could bring new insight into the causes of the differences and potentially increase 

the validity of the CI subscale. 

In conclusion, results show the Grit-S to be non-invariant across different nationalities and 

age groups, indicating that scores from different groups may not be directly comparable. Future 

studies should consider possible non-invariance between different nationalities and age groups 

and adapt comparisons between groups accordingly. Additionally, it is necessary to conduct 

more research about the measurement invariance of the Grit-S in general, in order to examine 

whether characteristics of participants other than nationality and age impact the measurement 

of grit. Moreover, analysis of the Grit-S suggests problems regarding the items and the validity 

of the CI subscale, which should be addressed in future studies. Future work could also 

investigate the criterion validity of the Grit-S based on a measurement instrument of task 

performance other than a self-report questionnaire. Ideally, grit should be assessed first and task 

performance at a later point in time (Podsakoff et al., 2003). 
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Nevertheless, results show that the Grit-S is a valid and reliable measurement instrument for 

the assessment of grit. The present study provides evidence for the factorial validity, internal 

consistency, convergent and criterion validity of the Grit-S in an international context. 

Moreover, results support the fit of a second-order model and confirm the multidimensionality 

of the Grit-S. Furthermore, the present study demonstrates the importance of distinguishing 

between the subscales consistency of interest and perseverance of effort. 
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